The Arctic Vegetation Archive Workshop, 14-16 April 2013, Kraków, Poland
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Introductions:
Agenda: 14 April: Joint CAFF FG and AVA meeting

Morning: Welcome, keynote addresses, goals for the workshop, FG and species list items, local floras.

  - Skip Walker: Welcome
  - Kári Fennar Larusson: CAFF welcome
  - Fred Daniëls: Keynote Address
  - Marilyn Walker: Retrospective
  - Skip Walker: Overview & workshop goals

10:30: Coffee break

  - Steffi Ickert-Bond: CAFF FG meeting summary
  - Martha Raynolds: PanArctic Species List CAFF FG: Discussion re: species lists.
  - Olga Khitun: Russian local flora approach.

12:45: Lunch on your own at local restaurant

Afternoon: Potential applications of the AVA.

  - Loïc Pellisier & Laerke Stewart: The AVA species distribution models.
  - Gabriela Schaepman-Strub: AVA and climate modeling.
  - Fred Daniëls discussion: AVA & vegetation classification
  - Preliminary discussion of databases and maybe demos.

18:00: Dinner on own or with group in local pub or restaurant.
Agenda: 15 April: Status of circumpolar databases

Morning: Summaries of vegetation data from the circumpolar countries

*Amy Breen et al:* Arctic Alaska
*Esther Lévesque et al.:* Canada
*Helga Bültmann et al.:* Greenland
*Fred Daniëls et al.:* Norwegian Arctic
*Anna Maria Fosaa et al.:* North Atlantic and North Pacific Regions

**11:00: Coffee Break**

*Nadya Matveyeva et al (delivered by E. Troeva):* The Russian Arctic.
*Michael Telyatnikov et al:* North-West Yakutia
*Natalia Koroleva (delivered by Skip Walker):* Kola Peninsula
*Ekaterina Kulyugina:* Russia European sector
*Nikolay Lashchinskiy:* Siberian Arctic
*Ksenia Ermokhina, (delivered by Skip Walker):* Yamal & Gydan Peninsulas
*Volodya Razzhivin (delivered by Skip Walker):* Chukotka

**13:50: Lunch**

Afternoon: Database issues

*Borja Jiménez-Alfaro et al.: EVA and Braun-Blanquet Project 15:30:* The
*Will Mackenzie:* VPro & the Canadian database
*Michael Lee:* VegBank and the USNVC
*Alexander Novakovskiy?:* The Russian vegetation database approaches:
Demos of Turboveg, VegBank and other databases.

**18:00: Dinner on own or with group in local pub or restaurant.**
Agenda: 16 April: Next Steps

Morning:
  Ideas on funding possibilities
  Discussion of organization
  Publications
  Next meeting

12:00: Adjourn unless we have too much from previous day